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A company is only as good as 
its people. A statement uttered 
by many, demonstrated by few.
At PHD, we truly put our people at the heart of our 
business, ensuring a network that is as diverse in 
experience as it is in culture. 

We are committed to expanding opportunities 
for all employees, without regard to race, 
colour, religion, gender, age, nationality, sexual 
orientation, sexual identity, disability or any other 
characteristic. Each person is valued for their 
talents, expertise and perspective. 

We are proud to support a leadership team from 
across our network which is a 49:51 female:male 
ratio although, as Elda Choucair writes in her 
article, leaders shouldn’t be defined by gender but 
by their values and purpose. 

It’s important for us to work with individuals who 
are likeminded in terms of sharing our values of 
courage, curiosity, collaboration, creativity and 
openness and who believe in our ethos of “finding 
a better way”; but also who are different, who have 
different views, upbringings and experiences, who 
will be challenging us to find the better solution 
and more creative way to work. This is why in the 
US, the team make it a priority seek out people 
who embody our brand. Their recruitment efforts 
reflect our challenger type, with messages that 
appeal to rebels, cage-rattlers and upstarts. 

Over the next few pages you will find thoughts 
from our offices in Australia, China, Hong Kong, 
UAE, USA, UK and our Global Business team, based 
in London,  on what they are doing, right now, to 
ensure they are supporting and nurturing their 
talent, and ensuring PHD is the best it can be. 
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Our decision to go with PHD was based on 
their outstanding people, strategic thinking, 
planning tools and processes. We are looking 
forward to building a strong partnership

Richard Oppy, 
Vice President, Carlton & United Brewers

For me, I think the standout would have to 
be the chemistry... I spend more time at work 
than I do with my family, I see agencies more 
than I see my own family, so the relationship 
is incredibly important because it’s the 
people that make it work

Oliver Maletz, 
Head of Planning, Volkswagen Group

A professional and devoted team with 
passion and a can-do attitude is definitely an 
unquestionable asset of this company… I can 
highly recommend PHD

Zsuzsa Poos, 
Head of Marketing, Wizz Airpeople

A company
is only as 
good as its



“Nothing is so painful to the 
human mind as a great and 
sudden change.” 
Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, Frankenstein 
(published 200 years ago) 

Whilst change itself is nothing new, particularly 
in agency world, we face 2018 with unparalleled 
transformations happening all around us. Not 
simply in the media universe, but at a global 
economic level, affecting our clients on a daily 
basis. And it is the pace of these technological 
changes which make our challenges even greater, 
as the world in which we operate continues to flex 
to adapt to client and consumer requirements.

As a result, attracting and retaining agency talent 
is ever more difficult against a growing competitive 
landscape. We battle in the war for talent from 
clients, media owners, and consultancies, as well as 
our immediate competitors. 

And yet, choppy waters such as these present us 
with opportunity. Working practices that have 
become common across the industry are likely to 
be dismantled, to make way for new innovations 
and therefore a chance to focus on developing an 
agency culture that is fit for this brave new world. 
At PHD, we believe that our people lie at the heart 
of these smarter solutions. 

Whilst agency culture risks being the ‘easy, fluffy’ 
bit when done in its simplest form (Friday afternoon 
drinks trollies and summer/Christmas parties), this 
is just the tip of the iceberg – it needs to be lived 
and breathed by everyone within the organisation. 
It has to be a clear pillar of the agency vision and 
whilst it comes in many guises and is presented 
in different forms, it’s probably best known as the 
‘Service-Profit Chain’1.

Essentially, according to the Harvard Business 
Review, it is an understanding of the relationship 
between profitability, customer loyalty, and 
employee satisfaction, loyalty, and productivity.

The links in the chain are as follows:

•  Profit and growth are stimulated primarily by 
customer loyalty. 

•  Loyalty is a direct result of customer satisfaction. 

•  Satisfaction is largely influenced by the value of 
services provided to customers. 

•  Value is created by satisfied, loyal, and productive 
employees. 

•  Employee satisfaction, in turn, results primarily 
from high-quality support services and policies 
that enable employees to deliver results to 
customers.

Simple to articulate, significantly more challenging 
to activate due to the fact that employees are 
human beings and human beings have a natural 
tendency to believe that the grass is always 
greener. So it’s easier to turn someone’s head than 
it is to convince them that they are, already, in the 
best place for their career development.

In our world, where Profit, Growth, Loyalty and 
Customer Satisfaction are impacted by significant 
external factors such as auditors, procurement and 
consultants, it is important to focus on the things 
that we can control – the concept of Value and 
Employee Satisfaction, because employees who 
feel valued and satisfied in their work environment 
will deliver a significantly higher proportion of 
profit and growth than any disgruntled and 
undervalued employees ever will. 

In appreciation of the changing times, our PHD 
approach to Culture and Talent focuses on two 
areas; the first is our development as media 
professionals and the second is recognising 
our people as individual human beings. With 

by Sian Horsley 
Global Digital & Innovation Director, PHD Global Business Unit, UK
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Agency culture 
and client
retention:

1 (Putting the Service-Profit Chain to Work - James L. Heskett, Thomas O. Jones, Gary W. Loveman, W. 
Earl Sasser, Jr. & Leonard A. Schlesinger. Harvard Business Review, July-August 2008)

A view from Global Business
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by Adam Nunn 
Global Account Director, PHD Global Business Unit, UK
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technology in the driving seat, never has there 
been a greater need to acknowledge and utilise the 
best of our humanity.

Development as media professionals
If the differentiation between technology and 
agency promise is people, there is an ever greater 
need to focus on the ‘X factor’ that is so elusive. 
The ‘X factor’ which individuals provide to an 
organisation delivers value for clients that no 
degree of procurement or pricing can debate.

For PHD to harness this ‘X factor’, we foster a 
culture of personal growth, team learning and 
overall agency development. To this end, our five 
PHD core values are embedded in everything we 
do: 

• Courage

• Curiosity

• Collaboration

• Creativity

• Openness

These values take centre-stage from interviews 
onwards, to ensure this thinking turns to action in 
the minutiae of everyday agency life. This is more 
than a soundbite, it is a fundamental part of the 
DNA of PHD. 

Recognising our people as individual  
human beings
The promise of new technology is beginning 
to deliver new advantages to many industries, 
including our own. However, in that promise lies 
the risk that we lose the very creativity which 
delivers fantastic work for clients. Inevitably, 
global economic changes which are affecting our 
clients also have an immediate impact on our 
business and our people in turn. The expectations 
of always-on 21st century working life mean that 
conversations around Culture are often unfairly 
relegated to be of little importance. 

However, if we value the fact that our business 
success is dependent on people, we also need 
to give our people the opportunity to thrive. 
This means forging a culture in which every 
individual feels able to fully contribute, whatever 
their personal circumstances and regardless of 
background.

Another element of PHD culture is to acknowledge 
that – as human beings – we make mistakes and 
we do feel fatigue. We must continue to question 
whether an immediate response to an email is 
as valuable as an in-depth response which takes 
more time and thought to produce. Similarly, the 
last year has seen conversations around Gender 
Equality, Ethnic Diversity and Mental Health (to 
name but three topics) at the forefront of the 
international news agenda. Much as 21st century 
employers now must live by different rules, 21st 
century employees have very different expectations 
of the workplace to those who came before. We 
ignore this at our peril.

At PHD, we want to ensure topics such as these are 
both acknowledged and addressed. We feel the 
best way to do this is to provide clear focus and 
support around these areas. Two examples which 
are currently ongoing in the UK are Omniwomen 
(training women for senior leadership) and a roll 
out to directors of a course with Mental Health First 
Aid. The aim of this is to ensure mental health is 
placed on a par with physical health. Ultimately, 
we want to ensure that PHD is the place people 
want to work for the long term – as more than just 
a media agency but an agency for change.

PHD already has an amazing culture that has 
led to outstanding work for our clients. However, 
our work is only as good as our people. In 2018, 
we need our people to be representative of the 
consumers and communities our clients are trying 
to reach. In order to attract and retain the best 
talent, we need to continue to listen and lead. We 
want all our employees to have a pride in working 
for PHD, and by responding to the world changing 
around us, we want to ensure we are the best in the 
business for many years to come.

As an agency, it is our responsibility to 
acknowledge these challenges, but equally to 
create a culture in which everyone can thrive 
and succeed. Agency life has always been highly 
pressurised but in such a rapidly-changing time, 
we have never been more in need of powerful, 
engaged and ethical thinking than we are today. 

In 2018, how will you help develop your agency’s 
culture to ensure that it delivers for the people who 
work with and for you, as much as for your clients?

Looking for rebels, cage-rattlers and upstarts.
Apply now phdmedia.com/north-america/

Does your search 
strategy job leave 
you searching?
It’s not you.  
It’s them.



Leaders shouldn’t be defined 
by gender, but by their values 
and purpose instead, says Elda 
Choucair 
If it seems as though women are in the spotlight 
more than ever before, then a quick online 
search will confirm why this is the case. Far from 
underlining successes and triumphs, there is quiet 
discontent rising about gender inequality, pay 
gaps and, of course, the ongoing fall-out from the 
#MeToo movement. It’s certainly timely. 

This year also marks 100 years since women were 
granted the right to vote and yet, it’s clear there 
is some way to go before segregation by gender 
becomes obsolete. While it is right to celebrate 
and acknowledge these extraordinary women, 
we must look ahead to what the next century 
will bring, changing our habits and mindset 
accordingly. 

It is this thinking, along with strong core values, 
that nurtures a leadership style focused on 
individual skills and attributes to drive employee 
success and fuel long-term growth ambitions. 
Merit, ability, and attitude should form the basis for 
leadership development, promoting an honest and 
open culture, where accomplishments are not used 
‘as a stat’ to demonstrate conformity. 

I am not going to step into the debate of gender 
diversity versus gender neutrality. Playing with 
words takes the attention away from what truly 
matters: recognising talent where it exists and 
enhancing its inherent qualities, like cutting a 
diamond. 

Once we recognise the value of diversity beyond 
gender, including but not limited to education, life 
experience, career path, age and other physical 
and mental attributes, we can start looking for 
alignment with the organisation’s own values. This 
is an essential dimension that will drive the long-
term fit between the individual and the company.

Strong leaders play to their strengths of course but 
they also learn to deal with their weaknesses. An 
enlightened employer will do the same, supporting 
the individual with relevant training, coaching and 
mentoring. It’s also about surrounding yourself with 
people who know what you don’t and can do what 
you can’t. Objectivity about yourself and others 
is invaluable. This means no bias, prejudice or 
preconceived ideas.

We have been conditioned to think in a certain 
way, to actively make allowances for differences in 
gender, reinforcing a misdirection in what we need 
to do for female leaders to thrive. Automatically we 
think about the physical attributes when instead, 
should strive for gender neutrality. We need to 
recognise needs based on roles, backgrounds, 
personality, and characteristics, fostering a culture 
of flexibility that allows everyone to succeed. 

Being a supportive employer means providing your 
teams equal opportunity and the means by which 
to learn, lead and grow. Everyone follows the same 
rules, must meet the same expectations and are 
measured by the same criteria.

As we seek to align with the pace of change 
and our own rigid beliefs of what is expected, it 
remains clear that we need to fundamentally alter 
our cognitive gender biases. We need to level 
the playing field, not look to isolate one another 
further. Ignoring the importance of diversity on 
account of stereotypes or dated misconceptions 
at such a transformative time, certainly appears 
short-sighted and unnecessarily limits you. The 
argument for gender equality is irrelevant, today, 
embracing gender neutrality is the only way to 
succeed, both in leadership and in life. 

If we continue to highlight success based on 
gender or give weight to each other’s differing 
leadership styles, traits, and qualities, then the 
gap between us and our respective counterparts 
will only keep getting wider. We should actively 
embrace a culture of diversity and talent, 
encouraging collaboration through shared values, 
as opposed to gender stereotypes. 

What does deserve celebrating today is effective 
leadership, specifically the common traits that 
make these leaders great and the structure of 
environments that nurture them. What also 
needs applauding is the vision to recognise talent 
wherever it resides and the wisdom to support its 
full expression.

Showing promise is one thing, fulfilling it is another. 
Determination is key, second only to ambition and 
a willingness to explore beyond the confines of 
your comfort zone. In my experience, working hard 
is only half of the equation, the rest must stem from 
an environment that can both challenge and foster 
development. 

by Elda Choucair 
CEO, PHD MENA
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A view from MENA

The
genderation
game:
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Most Australian businesses 
view their People department 
as an overhead and will aim to 
stick as closely as possible to 
the widely applied rule of one 
HR representative to 100 staff.
With one People representative to every 70 
staff, PHD is one of Australia’s best resourced 
People Teams. However, it is also the diversity 
of experience within this team that enables 
PHD to nurture an unrivalled culture of support 
and innovation throughout a volatile period of 
incredible growth both for PHD Australia as a 
business and in the high growth environment that 
is the Australian Economy.

In the last two years, PHD Australia has secured 
numerous high profile client wins which led to 
our workforce numbers almost doubling and the 
relocation of both our Sydney and Melbourne 
offices. In order to manage this pace of change 
successfully, a strong and thorough people strategy 
has been fundamental to our business. 

PHD Australia’s vision is clearly defined: to 
be recognised as one of Australia’s Smartest 

by Stewart Gurney 
Chief Strategy Officer, PHD Australia

Companies by 2020. Our People Team’s strategy is 
closely aligned to PHD’s business and is designed 
to support our staff by applying our smarts to 
the way we attract, engage, retain and most 
importantly unlock potential in our people.

With 81% of our workforce considered Millennials 
(born between 1981 and 1997), designing our 
strategy to suit this audience has been a critical 
component of our People strategy.

In response to this challenge, our People and 
Culture Team conducted indepth research to better 
understand the needs and motivations of our 
workforce. Research leveraged a comprehensive 
array of sources including PHD’s Employee 
Engagement Survey results, exit interview trends, 
and learnings from the 2016 Gallup Report How 
Millennials like to Live and Work.

Four key learnings emerged that shaped our 
engagement strategy towards Millennials:

1. Millennials want to understand the big picture 

For us this means aligning our people initiatives 
to PHD’s vision every step of the way, from 
recruitment to training and performance reviews. 
The results of our latest engagement survey show 
this reinforcement has clearly worked as 92% of 
our staff declare they have a clear understanding 
of where PHD is heading in the future and see their 

own development as part of that journey.

2. Personal development is just as important as 
professional development

For PHD, this means we nurture a culture geared 
as much towards personal growth as it is towards 
career development. We do so by organising a 
blend of inspirational and practical talks and 
workshops twice a year called Careers Week. As an 
output, staff not only complete their performance 
review, but also co-create an integrated growth 
plan with their managers integrating personal and 
wellness KPIs as part of their career plans.

3. Millennials don’t want bosses – they want 
coaches

We have integrated this learning in our 
management and leadership training programme 
and no longer train traditional management 
theories. Instead, our focus is on coaching, 
mentoring and crucial conversational skills to 
empower and inspire junior recruits.

4. Diversity is essential to a modern and open 
workplace

The focus and direction of our  
People Strategy has been integral in:

•  PHD Australia being crowned Media Agency 
of the Year at the 2017 Mumbrella Awards;

•  The People Team being publicly recognised 
by our CEO for driving PHD’s success (ref. 
‘Stepping out of the Shadows, the story of 
PHD’s remarkable growth’ article); 

•  Our strongest retention and engagement 
results in PHD’s history and arguably the best 
in the industry.

As part of an ambitious diversity agenda, in 
2017 PHD was the first media agency to receive 
accreditation by Reconciliation Australia for our 
Reconciliation Action Plan. In partnership with 
the organisation Career Trackers, we’re leaning 
in to close the gap between indigenous and 
non-indigenous people in Australia by offering 
internship placements for Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander students.

A view from Australia

Engage your
Millennials:
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While it’s been said before, we 
really are a people-powered 
place. All the AI and algorithms 
in the world right now couldn’t 
make a better media plan. 
And whether clients know 
it or not, they buy into our 
culture, because the way we do 
business reflects it.
Our “purple people” are the reason we’re Gunn’s 
second-most awarded agency in 2018, Festival 
of Media North America’s Agency of the Year, Ad 
Age’s Agency of the Year, and many-time Adweek 
Media Plan of the Year winner. 

In the US, and especially the media industry, 
people tend to bounce around from job to job. 
Most companies only require two weeks’ notice 
from exiting employees, and for Millennials in the 
work force, job-hopping is normal. According to 
a LinkedIn study, Millennials will change jobs an 
average of four times in their first decade out of 
college, compared to two by Gen Xers.

So, at PHD US, we strive to create an environment 
that people love working in; one that supports 
career development, represents a diverse talent 
mix, and that fosters imagination and success. 

Our constant pursuit of a better PHD starts with 
talking to people who embody our brand. Our 
recruitment efforts reflect our challenger type, with 
messages that appeal to rebels, cage-rattlers and 
upstarts. 

We want to build great teams: the kind of teams 
people want to be a part of, and the kind of teams 
clients can’t live without. Our people challenge 
each other and cheer for each other. They are 
tireless optimists, happy warriors, and fearless 
collaborators. 

We have a long list of initiatives that walk the talk, 
but here are a few. 

Purple People Awards. A peer-nominated award 
that runs every month, celebrating an employee 
who lives the PHD spirit and values. 

NEXTCO. A peer-nominated committee of our 
next-gen leaders who help share staff ideas, 
interests, and concerns with our Executive team. 

The Purple Playbook. A handy guide and a true 
way-of-working that helps teams work in a PHD 
way. It lays down a consistent framework for how 
we attack a brief together as one PHD team, across 
different functions and across different phases of 
the plan. 

Strat & Chat. A monthly meeting of minds, that 
brings together co-workers, old and new, to share 
ideas, approaches and learnings to everyday 
problem solving. 

The power of all of this? Happy people. We take 
the pulse of our people every year in a staff 
satisfaction survey. Year upon year, results are 
increasing in all the right ways. Our people feel 
that they have supportive managers, that they 
produce high quality work, and that we have strong 
executive leadership. In fact, 10% of our employees 
are boomerangs – folks who have come back to 
work at PHD US a second time, after testing the 
water elsewhere. 

We’re proud of the way we go about business. 
We’re committed to making PHD US a place that 
everyone is proud to work at, to attract the best 
people and the most progressive clients. 

As Ferris Bueller once said, “life moves pretty fast. If 
you don’t stop and look around once in a while, you 
could miss it.” We stop. We like each other. We do 
great work, and have a drink afterwards. 

by Annelise Donahue 
Associate Director, business development and marketing, PHD US
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A view from the US

Rebels,

and upstarts:
cage-rattlers
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Finding a better way is our 
ethos that permeates through 
PHD Hong Kong; and there 
is no better time than now to 
continuously innovate, as we 
are at a digital crossroads in 
Hong Kong where the impact 
of Moore’s Law is directly felt.

A view from Hong Kong

by James Wong 
Head of Strategy, PHD Hong Kong

Equip future communicators to  
Find a Better Way 
Here at PHD we consciously push to redefine the 
boundaries of being a communications agency and 
this shapes how we upskill our talent and recruit 
new blood to be excellent communicators in these 
ever evolving times. 

Being expert communicators to our clients and 
our target customers is a necessary baseline, but 
we also believe that the future of communication 
belongs to those who merge seamlessly with 
technology. Hence, we equip our talent with future 
facing skills to communicate and comprehend 
digital devices and its data, by upskilling them 
with language skills in programming, analytics and 

digital training to translate data into actionable 
human insights. Whilst our sights are set on the 
future, in the present we build strong strategic 
foundations. In short, PHD Hong Kong nurtures 
staff like a family so no one gets left behind. The 
strength of the agency is judged on its weakest link.

Structured for open innovation, to Find a 
Better Way 
For an organisation to continuously thrive and 
stay relevant in the age of data we need to 
move beyond the siloed / specialist mentality 
of traditional corporates. We actively rewire the 
structure of teams and connect our current talent 
with expertise beyond traditional media buying.

Over the past 12 months we accelerated open 
innovation by introducing Dataroma to automate 
reporting to free our planners’ time to think 
strategically. PHD Hong Kong positively disrupted 
the roles in each business unit by incorporating 
strategic leads and digital champions to sit in 
business teams to create the dynamic trinity, 
befitting the demands of today. We further broke 
down creative silos by setting up a social content 
division; and incorporated performance i.e 
Programmatic and Search capabilities to sit within 
the agency helping to drive a collaborative culture 
for innovation. This has resulted in an increase in 
data and performance driven campaigns across 
the agency; as planners at PHD Hong Kong 
gain both a macro and micro view of the digital 
ecosystem.

Find a Better Way through passionate 
partnership
Marketing is on a media marathon; and we are 
setting our clients’ pace with the latest information 
and know-how from Voice Assistants to Chatbots, 
Marketing Technology to AI and AR (Augmented 
Reality), Performance to Accountability. Instead 
of doing it alone in Hong Kong we look towards 
collaborating with technology partners to step up 
the game and be competitive with a strong focus 
on solving clients’ business needs. It is so important 
that the team at PHD Hong Kong see themselves 
as more than an agency but as business partners 
to our clients. Our client’s business is our business; 
we are as invested in it as our clients. And this is 
what drives the internal competitive spirit of the 
teams to constantly do better. We believe everyone 
wins when we work together for collective growth. 
As a testament to this, we spearheaded the region 
with 71 awards in the past year; of which 50% are 
digital. Awards are borne firstly on client’s business 
growth, contributed by consumer understanding 
but most importantly, true collaborative 
partnership that distinguishes PHD Hong Kong. 

In all it does, PHD Hong Kong is constantly finding 
a better way to manage the tricky balance of being 
competitive in a changing and charged-up world; 
while maintaining a strong sense of community 
advancement for its clients, talents and the wider 
industry.
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Marketing is on a media marathon and we 
are setting our clients’ pace with the latest 
information and know-how

At a digital
crossroads:
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PHD China was recently voted 
the 4th best media agency 
globally; the number one 
reason for this is the focus and 
attention that PHD gives to 
nurturing talent. 
Management champion staff who exhibit the 
curiosity and initiative to learn and improve their 
skills. Employee Sun Yin took initiative to develop 
an algorithm that improved his team’s work 
efficiency. To reward his significant achievements, 
Sun was presented with a scholarship contribution 
in his journey to becoming a true expert in the field 
of deep learning AI. This type of active positive 
reinforcement is rare in a market with incredibly 
high churn rates. Other staff benefits include a 
daily massage room, daily free fruit and ice cream, 
being allowed to bring in your pet every Friday, and 
of course... Friday drinks!

Doubling its number of wins since 2016, PHD 
China won over 60 awards in 2017 across globally 
recognised award platforms, shining a light on  
clients and teams alike. One of the agency’s most 
awarded works last year was ‘Yasmin’s Sex-Ed 
Revolution’ for Bayer Women’s Health. Bayer 
Women’s Health brand Yasmin – the oral female 
contraceptive pill – aimed to help young Chinese 
adults by improving their sex knowledge and 
introducing safer, more responsible contraceptive 
methods. Sex-education videos were created and 
distributed through China’s number one curriculum 
app and dropped into every university student’s 
daily curriculum as a must take class. This was 
accompanied by a guidebook and infographics 
about different contraceptive methods on social 
media and a live stream event that featured 
international college students, celebrities and 
certified gynaecologists who openly provided 
sexual guidance. The campaign reached millions of 
young adults across the country and was reported 
as an “unprecedented event owed to generations in 
China”.

Actively giving back to the industry, Anna Chitty, 
CEO, participates in international industry events 
as well as inspirational talks around the topics of 
management, corporate culture and diversity. For 
International Women’s Day, Anna was invited to be 
a keynote speaker at the New Zealand Embassy 
in Shanghai where she shared her thoughts on the 
role of women in the workplace, how PHD applies 
thought diversity, working with millennials and how 
to create exciting careers and development paths 
for them. Other members across the agency have 
also appeared on panel events such as the Mobile 
Strategy Director Denise Ng at the ROI Festival in 
2017.

Recognising the importance and scale of local 
businesses, Anna set out to build local client 
relationships to solidify PHD’s future in China. In 
the space of a year, four local brands have been 
secured and added to PHD’s client list:

1. Chinese consumer electronics stalwart, Haier 

2.  Entire social business of China’s largest on-
demand delivery platform, Meituan Dianping 

3.  New planning for Chinese credit card leader, 
UnionPay 

4.  Brand communications planning for Deppon 
Logistics

In January of 2018, PHD launched its official 
Chinese name , consolidating its commitment 
to the Chinese market.

by Persa Shadnia 
Planning Director, PHD China
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Nurturing
talent

A view from China

and local
businesses:
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Do marathon meetings and 
endless PowerPoints deliver 
results?
I think we can agree the answer is no, however, as 
an industry we continue to spend countless hours 
in meetings, conference calls, giving and receiving 
PowerPoint presentations that often seem endless. 
Per a recent survey of business executives, over 
50% said half the meetings they attend are 
unproductive. 

by Natalie Morris 
Managing Director, PHD Global Business

More concerning is that 90% of PowerPoint content 
shared in meetings is lost within 30 seconds 
according to David JP Phillips, TED speaker and 
author of “How to Avoid Death by PowerPoint”. 

So why do marathon meetings and death by 
PowerPoint continue? A few reasons perhaps - 
habit, company culture and/or a fear of trying 
a different approach. While this issue is not 
unique to our industry, as leaders in marketing 
communications we should be able to change this 
and make our way of communicating together far 
more efficient, effective and inspiring.

So how do we achieve this? 
We should start by asking ourselves what kind of a 
meeting and presentation are we willing to join and 
listen to… without reaching for our smartphone in 
30 seconds? 

To help crack this, here are “five top tips” to develop 
meetings we want to join and presentations we want 
to hear.

1. Think managed conversations vs. meetings 
Too many meetings today are focused on giving/
receiving presentations overloaded with content. 
As a result, we often don’t allow enough time for 
agency-client conversation, which can be more 
valuable than the presentation itself which should 
serve as a prompt for discussion. Allow time for 
dialogue as it’s this human connection that builds 
strong agency-client partnerships, not PowerPoints.

2. Get to the point
Agency side, we sometimes fall into the trap of 
trying to deliver “everything and the kitchen sink” in 
a presentation. While some clients may ask for this, 
the reality is no one has the time or attention to sit 
through such a presentation. Clients can fall into a 
similar trap too, particularly when briefing agencies. 
Providing too much detail with an extensive list of 
objectives vs. prioritisations, often leaving agencies 
overwhelmed with information and not sure where 
to start. 

Apply a “less is more” approach and get to the 
point. I appreciate this is easier said than done, but 
as Steve Jobs once said, focus means saying no, so 
focus on the information that is critical and park the 
rest. PHD side, if you’re worried that by condensing 
work a client may think you haven’t done your due 
diligence, just put the details in the appendix, it’s 
there if you need it. 

3. Keep it simple 
There’s a thought that fewer PowerPoint slides = 
great presentation. Actually, it’s not the number of 
slides that’s the issue, it’s how many messages we 
jam into those slides. So taking 50 slides of content 
and cramming it into 20 is not the answer. If we 
want our messages to truly land, keep it simple 
with one key message per slide. Also we need to 
be mindful we’re a global community, working with 
colleagues and clients across markets. While many 
have amazing multi-language skills not everyone 
is an English native, so communication should be 
kept simple, free of acronyms, jargon and uber-
sophisticated vocabulary that sometimes even 
leaves our English natives dazed and confused. 

4. Keep it visual 
We work in a creative, visually driven industry and 
our presentations should be a reflection of this, 
actually a celebration of this, as it’s why so many 
of us went into marketing, right? We’ve all sat in 
presentations where audiences look in pain when 
PowerPoint charts appear over-loaded with text. 
To ensure our presentations are more visually 
engaging and inspiring see David JP Phillip’s 
humorous TED Talk on “How to Avoid Death by 
PowerPoint”. 

5. Meetings that inspire 
Per TED Talk curator Chris Anderson, the rationale 
for why TED Talks are 18 minutes is that it is long 
enough to be serious and short enough to hold 
people’s attention. So if a day meeting is required, 
ensure content is shared in bite-size chunks that 
audiences can easily absorb and retain. Can’t 
be done you say? Some of the most famous and 
inspiring speeches are under 20 minutes. Also 
ensure short breaks every 1.5 to 2 hrs, providing 
food, drinks and air to maintain energy and 
attention. This may all seem like common sense, 
but how often have you found yourself fading in a 
meeting, just counting the minutes until a break?

Food for thought from other companies 
For day to day meetings, Twitter, Apple and 
Buzzfeed have a culture where specific days of the 
week are allocated for meetings, enabling them to 
crack on with work on other days. Some company 
execs ban electronic devices, restrict meetings to a 
single topic or limit the time spent per topic to 10 
minutes. If your aim is to have really short, succinct 
meetings, have everyone stand… you’ll be done in 
no time! 

If we take the time to consider how we 
communicate with each other and put ourselves 
in each others’ shoes, it will ultimately save us 
time, build stronger relations and inspire us all to 
deliver great work. We welcome other tips and best 
practices from colleagues and clients to help us 
drive this change together!
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Visionaries 
wanted

Are you curious, courageous, open? 
So are we!

Take our challenger type quiz and learn how you can find a better way at PHD 

phdmedia.com/careers
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